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Carol L. Krumhansl
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Tonal

Structure

inMusic

The complex mental activity bywhich listeners
distinguish subtle relations among tones, chords, and
keys inWestern tonalmusic offersnew territoryfor

cognitivepsychology
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The pattern of results (Fig. 1)
confirms the predictions
of music
the
ordering of
theory concerning
tones in tonal music. For both major
and minor keys, the highest rating
was given to the tonic tone, followed
by the third and fifth degrees of the
scale, which together with the tonic
form the tonic triad chord. Next
highest ratings were given to the
remaining tones in themusical scale,
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context.
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lation was with the values tabulated

by Hughes (1977) for the firstof

Schubert's Moments musicaux (op. 94,
no. 1). The total duration of each tone
of the chromatic scale in the piece is
plotted in Figure 2, together with the
probe-tone ratings for the predomi
nant key of the piece, G major. As can
is almost
be seen, the correspondence
a
with
correlation
of 0.97.
perfect,
That this correlation exceeded those
for the other compositions may be
accounted
for by two factors. First,
Hughes's
analysis took the duration
of the tones into account, not just
their frequency of occurrence. Sec
ond, his analysis included all tones of
line as
the piece, not just themelodic
was the case in the other statistical
treatments.
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the degree of consonance
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refers to the at
tribute of particular combinations of
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followed by the major and minor
thirds and sixths. This raises the
the probe-tone
question of whether
to the degree of
ratings correspond
consonance
of the intervals formed
the
probe tones and the tonic.
by
from
values
The consonance
and Knopoff (1978) were
Hutchinson
used to assess this possibility. Their
on
are based
values
computed
Helmholtz's
model, with the modi
and
fications proposed
by Plomp
assumes
Levelt (1965). This model
of
that beating of the harmonics
is, the interfer
complex tones?that
ence of sound waves of slightly dif
the cause of
ferent frequencies?is
dissonance; when beating is absent
the interval is consonant. The con
sonance values used for comparison
were those for the tones in an octave
range above a tonic fixed atmiddle C;
these values were shifted to the same
range as the probe-tone ratings. The
results, shown in Figure 3, suggest
tonal hierar
that the psychological
on
more
the
way tones
chy depends
are used in tonal music, as summa
rized in statistical terms, than on the
single factor of consonance.

Deriving a map ofmusical
keys
in the listeners'
responses,
Figure 3. In order to judge the role played by consonance
scale in the keys of C major
(top) and C minor
ratings for the 12 tones of the chromatic
consonance
(bottom),
lines, were compared with the theoretical
plotted here as colored
values
for the interval formed by each of the tones and the tonic of the key (gray lines).
are modest,
some relationship
0.52
is apparent,
the correlations
Although
ranging from
can be seen, especially
to 0.39 for C minor,
for
for C major
and a number
of discrepancies
in predicting
how listeners will
is not a reliable guide
the minor key. Thus consonance
unit.
rate the compatibility
of the probe tone with the key-defining

distance between
The psychological
keys is important to understanding
tonal
of Western
the perception
of
music, because
changes
key are
used to highlight structural elements,
provide contrasts of varying degrees,
The
and add expressive
qualities.
of
the
experiment
probe-tone ratings
described above were used to derive
a very regular and easily interpr?ta
ble map of musical
keys. This was
scaling
Figure 4. A multidimensional
between
of the distance
keys
analysis
from the probe-tone
derived
ratings
in which
a configuration
the
produced
and minor keys fell
points for the 24 major
on the surface of a torus, represented
here
as a rectangle whose
opposite
edges are the
same. Arrows
in which
the way
indicate
two circles of fifths, one for major keys
lines) and one for minor
(dark colored
the
lines), wrap around
keys (light colored
torus three times before closing at the
vertical edges of the rectangle. The relation
of each major key to two minor keys, a
relative minor
(dark gray lines) and a
parallel minor
(light gray lines), is also
shown. For example, C major
(C) is situated
close to A minor
(a), its relative minor key,
and to C minor
(c), its parallel minor key.
Each minor key is associated
in similar
and a parallel
fashion with a relative major
major.
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Figure 5. A number of different geometric
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Musical
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(one
keys
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representations
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proposed.
to
a
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in the octaves are considered identi
circular
a
tones
an
the
of
interval
tonics separated by
pattern according
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this
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fifth; consequently,
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1950;
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In
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of a key is provided, and the alter
ations are a function of the tonal hi

representation of pitch
developed
primarily in connection
for tuning musical
with methods
instruments arranges the tones in a
two-dimensional grid inwhich tones
are
in the horizontal
dimension
in
fifths
and
those
the
separated by
are separated by
vertical dimension
major thirds (see Fokker 1949, who
attributes the original concept to the
mathematician
Leonhard
Euler;
Helmholtz
1863; Longuet-Higgins
enhar
1962; Balzano
1980). When
Another

(i.e.,
equivalent
pitches
monically
tones that have different names but
the same in equal
which
sound
tuning) are treated as
tempered
identical, this generates the toroidal
by Hall
configuration
suggested

(1974) and Shepard (1982).

The adequacy
of these repre
models
sentations as psychological
was tested in an experiment designed
tomeasure
the degree of relatedness
perceived between all possible pairs
of tones in an octave range (Krum
hansl 1979). The two tones of each
fol
pair were sounded successively
lowing a key-defining unit consist
ing of the ascending or descending C
major scale or the C major tonic triad
had a
chord. The
listeners, who
moderate degree ofmusical training,
were asked to rate how similar the
first pitch was to the second in the
tonal system suggested by the key
defining unit. Similar results were
obtained
for both scale and chord
contexts, and thus itwas possible to
average the ratings. This procedure
yielded a matrix of data showing the
by
degree of relatedness perceived
listeners for each possible
pair of
tones in an octave range, which was
then
multidi
using
analyzed
mensional
scaling.
The multidimensional
scaling
analysis of the data produced a coni
cal representation
(Fig. 6) in which
the
the tones are ordered around
cone as on the ch?pma circle. The
distance from the vertex of the cone
is inversely related to the position of
the pitch in the tonal hierarchy. That
is, the tonic, C, is at the vertex, and
the tones that follow in the hierarchy
forC major (G and E) are next closest
to the vertex. The remaining scale
pitches (D, F, A, and B) are still more
distant, and pitches not in the scale

(Ctt/Db, DJt/Ek, FtJ/Gb,G#/Ak

Alt /Bb ) are farthest from the vertex.
that the
This study indicates
relations perceived between tones in
tonal contexts are not well
repre
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the results of an
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experiment
a musical
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following
successively
the key of C major,
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and listeners were asked to rate how
to the second.
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more
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the ordering

in pitch tended to be judged as
related; this factor determines
the cone.
of the tones around

The judgmentsalso depended on the
stabilityof the tones in thekey of C major,
in that more stable tones also tended to be
more closely related to one
judged as
the distance
this factor determines
another;
of the tones from the vertex of the cone.

sented by configurations inwhich all
a fixed inter
pairs of tones forming
a
far apart. When
val are equally
tonal context was made explicit the
as much on the
ratings depended not
interval
the
of
size
per se as on the
functions of the tones in the context
is reflected in
key. This dependency
Figure 6 as the very different dis
the
tances, for example, between
tones C and G and the tones Ctt and
both pairs comprise a
G It.Although
as
perfect fifth, the firstpair is judged
more
related
closely
considerably
than is the second in the context of
the key of C major.
conical
The
configuration,
shows the strong influ
moreover,
ence of the tonal hierarchy. Tones
were judged to be closely related to
the extent that they occupy relatively
high positions in the quantified tonal
the per
hierarchy. In other words,
tones are
ceived relations between
by their association
strengthened
with the tonal center. This suggests
the
factors govern
that, whatever
tones in the ab
relations between
these
sence of a tonal organization,
relations are significantly and sys
tematically altered when the context

Two other factors governing
tonal relations are not apparent in
th? conical solution. A subsequent
has
(Krumhansl,
unpubl.)
study
the influence of the
demonstrated
that an
circle of fifths, suggesting
is re
circular dimension
additional
not
factor
second
The
repre
quired.
sented is the effect of temporal order.
If tones occupying
relatively high
in the hierarchy are stable
positions
resting points, as proposed by music
a pref
theory, then there should be
erence for sequences ending on one
of these tones. As predicted, higher
ratings were given to pairs of tones
from a tone less closely
that moved
to
the
related
key to one more closely
related to the key than to pairs in
which the same two tones were pre
sented in the opposite order. For ex
ample, in a context of C major higher
ratings were given to Ctt followed
by C than to C followed by CJt. Be
cause spatial distances are symmet
rical, this effect cannot be repre
sented in a geometric configuration;
is
of depiction
mode
another
needed.

Perceiving relations
between chords
structure plays a central
Harmonic
role in traditional Western music, as
is evident given the large body of
music theory that treats this aspect of
the musical style. By analogy to the
results for tones, we
experimental
would
expect four findings when
are made of
similar investigations
chords. First, a hierarchical ordering
of the chords should be evident.
Second, there should be a preference
on chords
for sequences
ending
in
the
hierarchy. Third, the
higher
ordering of the chords in the hierar
chy should be related to their fre
quency of use in tonal compositions.
Finally, the relations perceived be
tween chords should depend on the
tonal context in which
they occur.
of these parallels
The presence
would indicate that similar principles
of psychological
apply
organization
of both musical
to the perception
tones and chords.
In the chord studies, each trial
began with a strong key-defining
unit such as a scale or a chord ca
and
dence
Bharucha,
(Krumhansl,
Castellano
1982; Krumhansl, Bharu
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cha and Kessler 1982; Bharucha and
Krumhansl 1983). After this unit, two
chords were sounded, and the lis
tener's

task was

to rate

on

a

C

G

F

a

d

e

b?

seven

the second
point scale how well
chord followed the first in the con
text provided.
Diatonic
triads
sounded

over

a

five-octave

range

were used, and the chords were built
on the seven scale tones of three
closely related keys (A minor, C
major, and G major) or of two maxi
mally distant major keys (C major
and F ft
major); the/context key was

o

o)

n_j

4

varied.

or
We
found a hierarchical
dering of the set of chords from each
key thatwas quite consistent for the
different experimental
conditions.
This ordering was obtained by a form
of analysis known as hierarchical
(Johnson
1967), which
clustering
a
a
structure
produces
resembling
tree. In this tree the relatedness be
tween
case
elements?in
this
chords?is
represented by the height
of the path joining them. Elements
judged as closely related are joined
together highest in the tree; elements
less closely related are then succes
sively joined together until all ele
ments have been included.
Figure 7 shows the results of this
analysis for the chords built on the
seven scale tones in the
key of C
an
was
structure
major;
analogous
found for chords of other keys. The

Figure 7. In a study of chords, listeners
were asked to judge the relatedness
of
triads from the key of C
pairs of diatonic
these ratings were analyzed
major. When

the technique
of hierarchical
they formed the treelike pattern
clustering,
of the
the closeness
shown here, in which
is represented
relationship
by
perceived
using

theheight of thepath joining each pair of

Listeners
rated the
elements.
consistently
and the dominant
tonic triad (C major)
as most closely related,
chord (G major)
followed
(F major),
by the subdominant
the triads built on the sixth and second
and
and D minor),
scale degrees
(A minor

finally the triadsbuilt on the thirdand

and B
seventh scale degrees
(E minor
The results suggest the
diminished).
of a psychological
existence
ordering of
the listener in much
chords that influences
of tones
the same way as the hierarchy
described

earlier.

the descriptions
strongest relationship perceived by
given by music
listeners was between
the chords C
theorists of the relative significance
in the harmonic
of these chords
major and G major, called the tonic
and dominant
structure of traditional tonal music,
chord, respectively,
and considered
the mainstays
of
and may be related to the frequency
harmonic structure in tonal music.
the chords are used.
with which
The F major chord, the subdominant,
counted
Budge (1943)
nearly 66,000
chords in representative
joins these at the next level of the
composi
tions of the eighteenth and nine
hierarchy, followed by the A minor,
D minor, E minor, and B diminished
teenth centuries. The ranking of
chords. Thus, as with musical
chords in the hierarchical clustering
tones,
we find evidence for a psychological
solution
shown here corresponds
almost perfectly with the relative
ordering of the set of chords.
As predicted,
of occurrence
there was also a
of the
frequency
our
chord
in
in
for
which
chords
Thus
preference
pairs
Budge's sample.
the second chord was the tonic triad
reflect
experimental
findings again
the statistical properties of themusic
(C major chord) or a closely related
that lies within the listeners' experi
chord. These
effects of temporal
ence.
order parallel those found formusi
so far
The patterns presented
cal tones, with higher ratings given
were valid regardless of the particu
to sequences
ending on elements
lar key of the tonal context inwhich
higher in the hierarchy. Thus, al
test chords were heard. Experi
the
tones
the
of
hierarchies
and
though
shown
have
also
effects
chords differ in specific details, their ments
context
from
the
tonal
effect on the listener's perception of
stemming
the relations between the elements is
(Krumhansl, Bharucha, and Castel
lano 1982; Bharucha and Krumhansl
similar.
These results accord well with
1983). The test chords used were di

dis
atonie triads of two maximally
tant major keys, C major and Ft!
major, which were heard in the con
text of the keys of C, G, A, B, and Ftt
major. The ratings for pairs of chords
in C major decreased as the key of the
tonal context moved
away from C
major, and, conversely, the ratings of
in Ftt major
in
pairs of chords
Thus
the tonal context
creased.
strengthens listeners' perceptions of
the relations between chords when
both chords function in the key of
the tonal context or one closely re
lated to it. In addition, when the two
test chords were from different keys,
these studies showed a preference for
pairs ending on a chord that func
tions in the key of the tonal context
or one that is closely related. These
that
results support the conclusion
listeners do indeed interpret chords
in terms of their harmonic functions
in the system of musical keys.

Perceiving and
remembering

tonal music

The experiments reported above in
dicate that listeners have a richly
structured
system of knowledge
the use of tones and
concerning
chords inWestern tonal music. There
is a hierarchical
ordering for both
tones and chords, and this ordering
affects the degree towhich the ele
ments are perceived as being related
and creates preferences for the order
inwhich they are heard. For musical
reflects the
tones, the hierarchy
function of the tonic, the scale
structure, and the harmonic structure
of chords, particularly membership
in the tonic triad chord. Distances
between keys can be mapped
using
measured
tonal
the empirically
hierarchies. In the case of chords, the
ordering reflects the harmonic sig
nificance of the elements in the tonal
context in which
they are heard.
Systematic changes in relations per
ceived between chords are found to
be a function of the distance between
similar organizational
keys. Thus
for both tones and
obtain
principles
show
chords, and these principles
the influence of the structure that
governs musical keys.
studies have provided
Other
of
that this knowledge
evidence
tonal organization affects our ability
to remember musical
sequences.
melodic
Well-structured
sequences
are remembered
better than se
quences that do not conform to tonal
1985 July-August
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structure (Franc?s 1972; De war et al.
1977; Krumhansl
1979); the same is
true for chord sequences
(Krum
and Castellano
Bharucha,
hansl,
1983;
1982; Bharucha and Krumhansl
and Castellano
Krumhansl
1983).
the distance between keys
Moreover,
to recognize
affects
the ability
melodies
(Cuddy et al.
transposed
1979; Bartlett and Dowling
1980).
Thus the influence of tonal organi
zation is found not only in studies of
how listeners perceive relations be
tween tones or chords but also in
measures of the accuracy with which
are remembered.
The
melodies
are an important
studies
memory
source of converging
for
evidence
structur
the kinds of psychological
ing summarized here.
this basic
established
Having
information about the psychological
of tonal structure,
representation
which accords well with the princi
ples of music theory, we can extend
of
to other questions
the methods
and
interest.
musical
psychological
consists of events occurring
Music
over a period of time. To begin to
this dynamic process, a
understand
I used the techniques
and
colleague
described here to trace how the sense
and changes as a
of key develops
unfolds
musical
(Krum
sequence
hansl and Kessler
1982). Another
and Castellano
study (Krumhansl
1983) was directed at characterizing
the way in which memory
is dis
an
in
otherwise
rupted by including
an element outside
tonal sequence
the prevailing key. Both studies in
that listeners continuously
dicated
integrate and reinterpret musical
events as the sequence progresses.
is how much and
Another question
is
what kind of musical
experience
of
for
the
internalization
necessary
tonal structure. Investigations have
shown that the perception of pitch
relations changes as a function of
both training and age (Krumhansl
and
and Shepard
1979; Krumhansl

Keil 1982).

The methods outlined here may
also be used to broaden our under
standing of how music of other styles
and cultures is perceived
and re
membered.
One application
of this
kind has involved an analysis of the
music of North India (Castellano et
al. 1984). Such experiments serve to
isolate similarities and differences
that exist across musical cultures and
to characterize
their psychological
effects. They may also prove useful in
378

American

Scientist,

Volume

of compos
music out
tradition, such as those
the twentieth century.
the study of music
Simultaneously,
of the va
extends our appreciation
riety and richness of human cogni
tive capacities.
studying the
itional styles
side the tonal
emerging in

perception
inWestern

_
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